
Straight talk - Quo vadis MPV Heavy Lift market
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• Need for new tonnage

• In the medium-term ships: 
• sized up to 17,000 tons 
• with heavy lift gear up to 250 tons
• one large hold 

• and environmentally friendly propulsion concepts are in focus

• When choosing alternative propulsion, methanol prevails in the MPV industry, followed by 
ammonia. One third cannot judge or sees no change because of lacking alternatives

• Germany among the Top 3 building countries of MPVs

• All kinds of European policy impetus to ensure MPV shipbuilding expected

•  Competition from container lines will continue. In general bulkers are regarded as no permanent 
alternative for the transport of MPV cargoes

• Overwhelming majority sees new market entrants with beneficial cargo owners in the forefront 

Executive summary – Survey Quo vadis MPV Heavy Lift market
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More than 80% of the respondents see a lack of tonnage

I cannot judge I do not see a shortage

I agree with the statementI see a lack of modern tonnage

The current MPV fleet is severely outdated, and the order book is very thin. Do you see a fundamental lack of tonnage?
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Ship size: MPV up to 17,000 tons are needed. This is especially the view of 
the respondents from medium-sized companies

Ship size: Which design features are particularly 
needed in the medium term?

Over 
17,000 tons

Up to 
17,000 tons

Up to 
12,000 tons

Up to 
8,000 tons

15%
11%

51%

23%

7%

64%

Up to 
12,000 tons

Over 
17,000 tons

Up to 
17,000 tons

7%

Up to 
8,000 tons

21%

Ship size:  Which design features are particularly 
needed in the medium term?                           
Answers from medium-sized companies only.
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Heavy lift equipment up to 250 tons is needed

Heavy lift gear: Which design features are particularly 
needed in the medium term?

Up to 250 tons

47%

Up to 150 tons Heavy lift 
equipment 

from 250 tons

13%

40%

Heavy lift 
equipment 

from 250 tons

Up to 250 tonsUp to 150 tons

7%

57%

36%

Heavy lift gear:  Which design features are particularly 
needed in the medium term?       Answers from 
medium-sized companies only.
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Alternative fuels and one large hold are seen as most needed future design 
features

General: Which design features are particularly 
needed in the medium term?

High speed 
(> 18 knots)

4%

Alternative 
fuels

One large 
hold (120 m)

Multiple 
holds

41%
43%

12%

Alternative 
fuels

Multiple 
holds

High speed 
(> 18 knots)

One large 
hold (120 m)

52%

43%

4%

General:  Which design features are particularly needed in 
the medium term?         Answers from 
medium-sized companies only.
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Methanol is seen as most sustainable and future-proof propulsion.
One third cannot judge/see no change of alternatives
When choosing alternative propulsion, MPV shipowners face the difficulty of relying on a global bunkering infrastructure 
rather than calling at the same ports over and over again, as liners do. With this in mind, which fuel do you think will 
prevail in the MPV industry? 

Ammonia No change, it sticks 
with heavy fuel 

oil/scrubber/MGO

17%

Electric/battery LNG Methanol I cannot judge

20%

32%

14%
17%

Up to two answers per respondent
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China and Korea are seen as main builders of MPVs (49%); Germany 
and the Netherlands as main European potential builders (13% each)

What would be conceivable countries where MPV vessels could be built?

Up to three answers per respondent

7%

1%

7%

3%

1%

3%

2%

1%

Japa
n

India
Turkey

Vietnam
Romania

Spain
Bangladesh
Norway
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All kind of policy support is most welcomed

Against the backdrop of the energy transition and higher transport demand, what impetus do you expect from European 
policy to ensure that more MPV ships are built?

Tax benefits I cannot judge Investment cost subsidy Tying subsidies to value 
creation within Europe

19%
18%

27%
26%

11%

Up to two answers per respondent
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Container lines are expected to continue their position in the MPV 
market

2%All respondents

< 50 employees

50 < employees < 
250

>= 250 employes

Older than 50y

Younger than 
50y

After the demand for container transport has increased enormously, container lines have reduced the transport of MPV 
cargoes again. Do you think that this trend (MPV cargo on container ships) will come back again depending on the market 
situation or that container lines will leave the market permanently?

I cannot judge   
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43% of the medium-sized companies believe bulkers are an alternative transport 
solution while this is only the case for 23% of the small and 22% of the big companies

All respondents

>= 250 employes

50 < employees < 
250

< 50 employees

Younger than 
50y

Older than 50y

Are bulkers - different or stronger than possibly container ships - a permanent alternative for the transport of MPV cargo?

I cannot judge Yes N
o
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New market entry is expected by 83%, among them cargo owner and 
forwarders

Could the large investment needs for fleet renewal combined with positive market outlook lead to new entrants entering 
the market? If yes, which ones?

31%

21%

48%

Yes, beneficial cargo owners (BCOs)

Yes, forwarders
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Likelihood of speculative orders is low

In the MPV market, shipowners place great emphasis on special, tailor-made designs. In your view, can it still make sense 
for shipyards to build new ships without a firm order in order to sell them after completion (shortly before final outfitting) 
and thus secure market share?

I cannot judge

2%

PossiblyNo Yes

27% 24%

47%
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Disclaimer

This presentation has been prepared by Maritime Research Partners (“MRP” or the “Company”) and is current as at its 
date of publication, is given in good faith and has been derived from sources believed to be reliable and accurate. Any 
implied figures or estimations are subject to assumptions, risks and uncertainties. Actual figures may differ materially, and 
you are cautioned not to place undue reliance on such information. Subject to applicable law, we do not provide any 
warranty of accuracy or reliability in relation to information in this report or accept any liability to any person who relies on 
it. This presentation provides general information only and should not be construed as financial advice. We have sent you 
this document in our capacity as a potential counterparty acting at arm’s length. Before entering into any transaction, you 
should take steps to ensure that you understand the proposition and have made an independent assessment of the 
appropriateness of any transaction in the light of your own objectives and circumstances, including the possible risks and 
benefits of entering into such a transaction. You should also consider seeking advice from your own advisers in making this 
assessment. You agree that we shall not in any way be responsible for any resulting loss. This communication and the 
information contained herein are confidential and may not be disclosed in whole or in part to anyone other than the 
intended recipients. Unauthorized reproduction, distribution, transmission, display of publishing of all or any part of this 
material or the information contained herein in any form is strictly prohibited without the Company’s written consent. 
Copyright © Maritime Research Partners Hamburg 2022. All rights reserved.




